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ABSTRACT
-i
This report presents the results of a theoretical
investigation of the maximum strength of centrally loaded,
pinned-end columns. The study was carried out as part of the
research project "Residual 'Stresses in Thick Welded Plates".
The approach presently employed for the design of
columns makes use of only one column curve 0 The investigation
was aimed at developing ~ more rational method'of estimating
the strength of columns, in view of the significant variat.ion
of the column strength. The variation has been evidenced both
by co"lumn test resul ts, and by the data from theoretical
studies.
Due to the imperfections that always will be found
in real columns, in particular, the initial out-af-straightness,
it was decided to base the investigation on the maximum strength
concept. The previous approach was founded on the tangent
modulus concept, which basically deals with initially perfectly
straight columns.
The variation of·column strength in terms of tangent
modulus loads was examined in an initial phase of the studye
337.29
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The results of this phase served to illustrate that the
principle of multiple column curves, which means that one
column curve is replaced by several curves, was indeed
practicable.
A computer program, which takes into account real
column properties, and an assumed, symmetric initial Qut-of-
'straightness, was utilized for the generation of a total of
112 maximum strength column curves. The curves repr"esent a
variety of combinations of steel grade, shape, size of shape,
manufacturing methods, and bending axes. Comparison with
column test results showed that the computer program predicted
the maximum strength to an accuracy of +5 percent .
. ~~. The results wer~ analyzed with regard to the influence
of column strength parameters such as the yield strength, the
shape of the cross section,- the manufacturing methods, and so
on. The analysis showed that various column types could be
grouped together, such that for each group o~e curve could be
defined that would represent the strength of all the columns
belonging to it. Three groups were chosen, in order to allow
taking advantage of the rationality of the approach, without
making the practical utilization of the multiple column curves
too complicated. An initial out-af-straightness of L/1000,
337.29
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where L is the length of the column, was used as the basis
for these curves.
Several alternatives of the multiple column curves
were developed, and mathematical expressions, showing the
relationships between the maximum strength and the 'slenderness
'ratio, were eva~uated for the final version. A column curve
selection table was developed that would aid in the selection
of the appropriate column curve for a particular column.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since Euler(l) presented the first rigorous
solution to the problem of the strength of a centrally loaded
column, it has been one of the most controversial and disputed
topics in the field of structural engineering. The real
controversy was not created, however, until the introduction
of the non-linear column strength··theories, as represented
~y Engesser's tangent modulus concept(2) and Considere-
Engesser's reduced modulus concept. (3,4) It is a remarkable
fact that the prevailing confusion was not clarified before
Shanley p~lished his now famous treatise, (5) nearly two
hundred yea~s after Euler's fundamental work, and fifty years
after the conception of the inelastic column.
Whereas these column strength theories are of a
purely deterministic nature, that is, there is assumed a one-
to-one correspondence between the strength a~d the strength-
controlling parameters, in real columns the strength will vary
considerably due to factors beyond the control of theory and
practice. For several reasons this variation has not
previously been taken into account in the formulation of
column strength curves; the one most important being the desire
to keep the design rules as simple as possible. The quest for
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economy,· efficiency, and rationale in the design of structures
has been a major cause for the abandoning of this philosophy ..
'A variety of methods of implementing more rational
and accurate methods of column design can be employed. (6)
Some of these ar-e related to the manufacture of the columns,
while others are based on theoretical developments. The
main problem connected with the former of these two approaches
lies in the formulation of requirements that. will duly consider
all factors, such as the rate of cooling after rolling, which
is so complex as to be impossible. Most important among the
theoretically based methods is the one that utilizes several
column strength curves, to each of which related column
categories are assigned. This is denoted the concept of
multiple column curves, and was used in some form for the
first time by the German buckling specification DIN 4114
(1959). It is also employed in the recently proposed
European buckling recommendation. (7)
The simplicity and relative ease with which this
principle may be put to use has therefore also been the reason
for the multiple column curve solution that will be described
in this report.
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2. ON THE THEORIES OF COLUMN STRENGTH
The tangent modulus and the reduced modulus
theories of column strength are both based on the assumption
of an initially perfectly straight column. Without giving a
detailed description of the theoretical background of these
concepts, the former represents a lower bound of the strength
of such a column, whereas the latter is an upper bound. (8,9)
~he strength of real columns, however', tends to be closer to
the tangent modulus load, as shown by numerous
· t '. t · ( 8 , 1 a)lnves 19a lons. '
The lower bound characteristic of the tangent
modulus load has been one of the reasons for its forming the
basis for the column strength criteria in a number of
specifications~ Being a safe, yet a conservative estimate of
the strength of a column, this approach has afforded the
concepts on which a rational inelastic column theory can be
based.
The principal shortcoming of the tangent modulus
theory lies in the assurnpt~?n of an initially perfectly
straight member. It does take into account the non-linearity
337.29 -4
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of the column properties, as expressed by the presence of
residual stresses, and for some materials also a non-linear
stress-strain relationship; but it cannot treat imperfections
in the form of out-af-straightness, eccentric application of
the axial load, and so on. Imperfections like these are
always present in real columns, as real columns come from the
manufacturer and are installed in the structure; and such
imperfections must be incorporated in a fully realistic
approach. This can be achieved by replacing the tangent
modulus theory with the maximum stre~gth theory, which
essentially means that the problem no longer will be treated
as a bifurcation phenomenon. Rather, the column starts to
bend at the onset of loading, and gradually approaches a
limiting state, beyond which the load must decrease with
increasing deflection, in order that equilibrium between the
external and the internal forces is maintained. The
differences between the two methods of approach are schema-
tically illustrated in Fig. 1.
The adoption of the maximum strength concept concurs
with the principl~ of limit state design of structures, which
has become incr~asingly popular lately. Based on a defined
limit of usefulness for the structure or any part of it, this
limit is for this case the maximum load the column can carry~
337.29 -5
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A large number of factors influence the maximum
strength of a column, and each of them must be duly taken
into account in any analysis that aims at the development of
multiple column curves. Briefly stated, the important factors
can be summarized as follows:
1. Grade of steel
a) Stress-strain relationship
b) Yield strength
2. Manufacturing method
a) Rolled columns
b) Welded columns
a) Welded from flame-cut plates
~) Welded from universal mill plates
3. Size of shape (heavy or light)
4. Cross section of column (Wide-flange, box, etc.)
5. Bending axis (major or minor)
6. Magnitude and shape of out-af-straightness.
The first five of these items are the same for all column
s,trength theories! whether the tangent modulus, the reduced
modulus, or the maximum strength theory is considered. The
Qut-of-straightness is unique for the maximum strength
337.29 -6
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approach, however, and plays a very important role for a
· f 1 d · (11)certaln range 0 S en erness ratlOS.
The yield strength is the most significant factor
as far as the grade of steel is concerned, and a wide· variety
~
of grades 3d( commercially available. The form of the stress-
strain relationship changes as the yield strength increases,
with a resulting loss of the typical yield plateau. This
has an effect that will be outlined in more detail below
(Chapter 4.2).
Besides the out-af-straightness, -the residual
stresses produced by cooling after rolling, by cold-
straightening, and by welding, constitute the single most
important factor for the column strength. Being heavily
dependent on the method of manufacture, distinction has to
be made between rolled and welded shapes; and for welded
shapes whether the component plates are universal mill
plates with as-rolled edges, or flame-cut plates. The size
of the shape and its component plates also influence the
magnitude and distribution of the residual stresses, in
particular such that the stresses exhibit a pronounced
variation through the plate thickness in the heaviest
sha~es. (12, 13 )
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Shape size and method of manufacture have a certain
(
bearing on the yield strength of the cross section. Most
signlficant are the effects of welding and flame-cutting,
which pro~uce small areas of very high yield strength close
(14 15) .to welds and flame-cut edges. I The yleld strength also
decreases as the thickness of the steel increases. In
particular, the former of these two effects is important to
consider- in the evaluation of column strength.
o..rc.
A ~arge number of structural shapes~ available,
tet(..
but only a limited number of these/rs used as column sectionso
The rolled. and welded wide-flange shape and the welded box-
shape constitute by far the ones most widely used. (16) The
choice of major and minor bending axes follows the type of
shape.
The real configuration of the initial out-of-
straightness of a column may be very complicated, often
expressed as a crookedness about both axes simultaneously.
The magnitude of the out-af-straightness is limited by ~he
specifications, (17) which also give the requirements regarding
the allowable variations of dimensions, weight, and so on,
for structural shapes. Certain assumptions and simplifications
therefore must be made in order to implement the effects of
these imperfections, and the choices made on this point are
337.29 -8
discussed further below (Chapter 4.2). A detailed analysis
of the effects of all structural imperfections may be
. regarded as exceedi~gly difficult.
\
\
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3. AN INVESTIGATION BASED ON TANGENT MODULUS LOADS
A study similar to the one described in this
report, but based on tangent modulus loads, was previously
conducted within the scope of the same research program. (18,19)
A number of theoretical tangent modulus column curves were
gathered from various sources (cf. Chapter 11, Bibliography),
representing a variety of shapes, steel grades, methods of
manufacture, and so on. Table 1 gives a detailed listing of
the column types that were included in this investigation.
A total of. 69 tangent modulus column curves were
as~.embled, and they are all shown drawn in the same.. diagram
in Fig. 2. The diagram is of the usual non~dimensional form
for column curves, with P t /py-va1ues plotted as the ordinate,
and the non-dimensionalized slenderness ratio A as the abscissa.
P t is the tangent modulus load; Py is the yield load for the
corresponding stub column (no overall column buckling
occurring), and A is given by the expression
(1)
where ~y is the yield strength, E the modulus of elasticity,
L the length of the column, and r the'radius of gyration for
.the bending axis in question. )
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By utilizing a non-dimensional representation, a
direct comparison of the performance of the different shapes
and steel grades is made possible. The width of the band of
column curves in Fig. 2 underlines the p"revious statement,
namely, that· the strength of columns exhibits a large
variation. It also illustrates that the use of only one
column strength curve in the specification cannot possibly
be considered a fair representation of the strength of all
types of columns. Using such an approach, some sections
~ill be unduly penalized, and others will be assigned a
strength significantly higher than their real onee
An attempt towards the development of multiple
column cur~es based on the tangent modulus concept was
carried out, first by making a completely arbitrary grouping
of the 69 column curves. By comparing the various curves,
and placing together the ones that seemed to be fairly closely
related, three groups of curves were established, and the
results of this grouping are shown in Figs. 3 through 5. The
types of columns that belong to each group are given in Tables
2 through 4.
The choice of three groups, and hence three column .
strength curves, was made on the basis that this number would
allow advantage to be taken o~/the strength of the strong~r
337.29 -11
columns without complicating the design procedures too much.
Two curves therefore would be too few, and four too many.
A few of the trends given by the grouping of curves
may be summarized as follows:
1. Rolled shapes made from AS14 steel are located
in group 1.
2. Welded H-shapes with flame-cut plates are
located in group 2.
3. Welded H-shapes with universal mill plates are
located in 'group 3.
4~ Riveted and bolted columns are located in
group 1.
5. Annealed columns, or columns made from annealed
'plates, are located in group 1.
It may be noted that neighboring groups overlap each other
somewhat, such that some curves could have been placed in
'either of two groups. The reason for the choices made in such
cases was usually that a very closely related column cu~ve was
located in one of the groups.
Figure 6 shows t~e three column strength curves that
were developed on the basis of the grouping. Each of them
approximately represents the average curve of the pertinent.
i
I
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group. ,By comparing with the width of the band of curves for
the groups, it is evident that each of the three curves gives.
a far better representation of the strength of the columns
within the group, than was possible with the previous method,
using one column strength curve for all columns together.
A second attempt towards the development of multiple
column curves was made by preselecting the three column curves,
and grouping the 69 tangent modulus curves accordingly_ It
was found that the resulting curves followed a pattern very
similar to the one arrived at in the first attempt, and the
results of this approach therefore will not be shown here~.
~he most important results of this investigation was
that it illustrated the rationale and possibilities of
utilizing multiple column curves in the design of columns.
The study served as a basis and as background information
essential to the ultimate goal of developing multiple column
curves based on the maximum strength concept~
(
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4. THE MAXIMUM STRENGTH OF COLUMNS
4.1 ·Scope of Investigation
The study of tangent modulus loads, described in
the preceding chapter, was based on data already available
in various reports and publications. A literature search
revealed that similar information ,on the maximum strength
of columns was practically non-existent, except for a few,
b ' 11 'd I' d' t' t' (11,20,21,22). aSlca y 1. ea l.ze I lnves 19a lons. In
addition, some of these studies only dealt with the maximum
strength o~ initially perfectly straight columns, thereby·
omitting the very important influence of the out-of-
straightness.
The main problem connected with the initiation'of
the present investigation consisted of obtaining experimenta~
results for the residual stress distributions, yield strengths
and cross sectional properties of a representative variety of
shapes in different steel grades. An extensive search ,for
such data was carried out, the outcome of which is given by
the papers listed in chapter 11 Bibliography. The information
thus obtained was used as input data for the maximum strength
computer program (see Chapter 4.2) e
;;n
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. The following factors were included in the study
of the maximum column strength:
1. Grade of steel (yield strength): ASTM A7, A36,
A242, A441, A572 (50), A572 (65),· A514. (17)
~. Manufacturing method: Rolled wide-flange
columns, (W)i welded wide-flange (H) and box-
.columns, manufactured from flame-cut and
universal mill plates.
3. Size of shape: . Light and heavy. (A shape is
defined as light if the thickness of all
component plates is less than one inch;
otherwise it is heavy.) (16)
. 4. Cross section of column: Wide-flange and box
(cf. item 2, above).
5. Bending axis: TWo, as appropriate (major and·
minor) .
6. Out-of-straightness: Four values were chosen,
namely, LISOO, L/IOOO r L/1500, and L/2000, where
·L is the length of the column. For sirnpliGity
(cf. Chapter 4.2) the shape of the Qut-of-
straightness was assumed to be that of a half
sine-wave, with the maximum value occurring at
the mid-height of the column.
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By compqring with the list of parameters given in ,Chapter 2
(p_ 5), it will be seen that some factors have been omitted,
and that for others, specific but representative choices
have been made. The reasons for the omissions and the
choices are outlined in the following chapter. In particular,
the magnitude L/lOOO chosen as one of the values of the
initial out-af-straightness, was the value that had been
decided upon by Column Research Council Task Group 1 to form
the basis for the final multiple column strength curves. It
also conforms with the straightness-requirements of the
specifications for the delivery of struc~ral steel shapes. (17)
Tables 5 through 7 give the data for all the columns
included in the investigation. Fifty-six different combin-
ations of shape, steel grade, and so on, are represented; and
with two column curves for each shape (one for the major and
another for the minor axis bending), a total of 112 maximum
strength column curves has been generated. It may be noted
that this number by no means exhausts all the possible
combinations of shape and steel grade; for example, no column
curves for light and heavy rolled wide-flange sections of
steel'grade ASTM A441 are available. Limitations like this
were imposed due to the lack of data for residual stress
distributions, since actually measured,. and not assumed,
residual stresses were used. The study will be extended ·by
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utilizing assumed magnitudes and distributions of residual
stress, together with measured values of yield strength. It
is anticipated that a total of approximately 300 maximum
strength. column curves can thus be produced. The 112
maximum strength curves do, however, constitute a
representative variety of column shapes and steel' grades,
and provide material sUfficiently reliable for the
establishment of preliminary multiple column curves.
4.2 The Method of Analysis of Maximum Column Strength
The complexity of the maximum strength problem
leaves no formula by which to predict the magnitude of this
load, as opposed to the somewhat simpler tangent modulus
and reduced modulus approaches. The most practicable
solution makes use of a digital electronic computer, and
this method therefore was chosen for the present investigation.
The computer program MAXLD2 that was developed for this
purpose essentially is based on· the same theoretical approach
that d · I' t d' (11,20,21,23,24) · Ias use In ear ler S U les. A llstlng
of the program MAXLD, which formed the basis for MAXLD~, but
is of a less general and versatile nature, may be found in
Refc 25.
The following assumptions were made in the
337.29
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1. The material exhibits an idealized linearly
elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship
in every fiber of the cross section.
2. The initial and all subsequent deflected shapes
of the column can be described by a half sine-
wave.
3. The residual stresses are uniform through the
thickness, and constant along the length of the
column.
4. Sections that are originally plane remain so for
the range of deflections considered.
5. Yielded fibers unload elastically.
6. The yield strength may vary across the width
of the column, but is assumed to be constant
through the thickness Qf the component plates,
and along the length of the column.
7. Only stresses and strains at the mid-height
cross section of the column are considered.
The effects of assuming an elastic-plastic stress-
strain relationship depend on the type of steel considered,
and may be schematically -illustrated, as shown in Fig. 7.
The discrepancy between the real and the assumed stress-
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strain. relationship for the mild structural steel shown in
Fig. 7a, is very small for strains less than € t' the strain-
. s
hardening value. The principal effect of the assumption
therefore will be the neglect of any strain-hardening, which
probably will result in a slightly lower maximum strength
for very short columns. This is, however, a value on the
safe side. For medium-length and long columns it is believed
that the strain-hardening will have no significant effecto
A comparison between column test results and predicted
,maximum strengths, given in the next chapter, throws further
light on this and other aspects of the theoretical approachc
For a column made of high-strength steel, the
effects outlined above will be more pronounced. This may
be conceived by regarding Fig. 7b, which compares the real
and the assumed stress-strain relationships for a steel of
this type. The theoretical results will be an amount to the
safe side that depends on how the yield strength for the
material is defined (in the figure, the offset-method is
indicated).
The assumption of a column that maintains the
configuration of its deflected shape presents several
advantages to the numerical solution; although strictly
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speaking, it is not correct. The proper approach is to
determine the actual shape iteratively at each increment of
1 d b ·· · I (11) h 'd · d hoa, ut prev~ous lnvest~gat~ons ave In ~cate t at
this method of solution gives maximum strength values only
very slightly higher than the simplified approach. The
method utilized is therefore slightly conservative, although
. ....
'~~~ce is so small as to be considered negligible.
Its main computational advantage lies in the ease with which
the curvature of the column is found, which is needed when
stresses and strains at a section are computed. (24,25)
A sinusoidal initial Qut-of-straightness presents
a fair assumption, although any second- or higher-order curve
with continuous derivatives, being symmetric about the middle,
and with the maximum deflection occurring there, may be used-
for the present method of analysis. The real shape of the
initial crookedness, however, may be very different, as
found in numerous investigations, and some possible curves
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 8. A detailed analysis
of columns exhibiting such initial deflections is not possible
with the approach utilized for the computer program MAXLD2/
since stresses and strains are consi~ered only at the
midheight of the column. It could be accomplished by making
use of a finite element technique, whereby the column is
divided into a number of elements along the length- and
ti
i
!;
Ij
I
~
ij
(
I'
I
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througnout the cross section. The initial boundary conditions,
can then be taken into account easily. It is not possible to
give a full outline of the effects of the assumed versus the
real Qut7of-straightness at this stage.
Constant residual stresses along the length of a
column represent a good approximation, although some variation
has been detected in a few studies. (26) The randomness of the
resi·dual stresses can not be accounted for in a deterministic
.study such as the present one, however, and it therefore would
serve no purpose to make the extensive and costly measurements
that would be. needed. Thus, the input data for the computer
program are the residual stresses measured in one cross
section· of one specimen.
More important is the effect of assuming constant
residual stress through the thickness of the component
plates of a column. The assumption holds true ve~y__~well for
------~---- . -
thicknesses below approximately one inch, but the variation
becomes increasingly pronounced as the thickness
'. ' (12,13,14,15) h b h h th t~ncreases. It as een sown, owever, a
for shapes where the plates are about 2 inches thick, the
difference in the two tangent modulus loads thus obtained
ii·le~s than 2 percent, (14) with the load based on ~iform
residual stresses the higher of the two. Other
337.29 -21
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does not playas important a part for the maximum strength
of a column, as it does for the tangent modulus load. A
comparison of the results from the present study and the
one described in Chapter 3 supports this conclusion, namely,
by·indicating significantly smaller differences between
maximum strengths than between tangent modulus loads. It
therefore is expected that only if the thickness increases
to values in the range of 5 to 6 inches or larger may the
discrepancy be of some significance. A fortunate coincidence
in this connection is that the other assumptions made lead
to somewhat lower maximum strengths than the real ones, and
thus counteract the effect of assuming uniform residual
stresses ..
The validity of the Navier-Bernoulli hypothesis,
namely, that plane sections remain plane, may be questionable
for the very short columns, but will hold true for the
medium-long and the long columns. Due to this assumption,
for very short columns the pre4icted maximum strength
probably will be lower than the correct one. A comparison
between experiment and theory shows that this may be true
(s~e the following chapter, 4.3);
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The ability of the computer program MAXLD2 to handle
shapes with a yield strength that varies throughout the
cross section, is of great importance, particularly for
welded, .buil t-up shapes. It is· a well-known fact that the
material in and adjacent to the welds exhibit significantly
higher yield strengths than the base metal; and if the
flanges of an H-shape are made from flame-cut plates, the
. . (14 15)flame-cut edges also possess thlS property. I The
strength of hybrid columns, that is, columns where the
.component plates are of different steel grades, can therefore
also be found" with th'is program. The ·results will be more
accurate than those based on an average yield,strength,
unless this quantity has been derived from stub-column test
*
results.
The elastic unloading of already, yielded fibers is
a reasonable assumption, which usually is made in most
studies of the.inelastic response of structures and struc-
tural elements. Figure 9 gives a schematic illustration of
this phenomenon.
The variation of the yield strength along the
length and through the thickness 'of the component plates of
acoiumn is of a r.andorn nature, similar to that described
above for the residual stresses. It can not be taken into
337.29 -23
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account in the deterministic study that is conducted here,
but it also presents a problem of almost insurmountable
difficulty to a probabilistic method of solution.
The present version of the computer program can
only handle major and minor axis bending of wide-flange and
box shapes. Other sections, such as circular tubes and
cruciform shapes, can only be accepted after relatively
extensive alterations and additions have been made to the
program. However, a survey on the utilization and
manufacture of heavy columns has indeed indicated that box-
and wide-flange shapes are used much more than any other
~pes. (16)
4.3 The Results of the Investigation
This chapter is devoted to a relatively brief
description of the overall results of the investigation,
together with several comparisons between the maximum
strengths predicted by the computer program and those
obtained in column tests. A detailed analysis of the results,
with special reference to the development of the multiple
column curves, is presented in the following chapter (Ch. 5).
A good indication of the quality of the theoretical
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results, and thus of the validity of the assumptions and
simplifications made, can be obtained by comparing them with
some available test data. Previous investigations at Lehigh
University have provided an abundance of such informatiort~
but in order just to have a representative sample, only a
few results were selected. The papers listed as numbers
6, 7, 14, 15, 22, 23, 29 and 30 in Chapter 11, Bibliography,
contain the data that were used for this purpose.
Tables 8 through 10 give the specific details for
the columns that were used for the comparison of theoretical
and experimental maxiw..um column strengths. The columns h-ave
been separated as far as manufacturing method (rolled and
welded), cross section (wid~-flange and box), size (light
and heavy), and steel grade:· are concerned I in order to check
the performance of ~he computer program for a variety of
column strength parameters. It is believed that the choices
made provide such an opportunity. Included in the tables
are also the values of the ratio
(Pmax/Py )
Ct - . theory
(p Ip) .
max y · texperlmen
(2 )
where P is the maximum strength, and P the yield load;
max y
which show the deviation between theory and experiment.
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It may be seen that, except for two or three cases,
where the reliability of the test result is somewhat
questionable, the vatue of a lies primarily between 0.95 and
1.05. This indicates a difference between test and theory
of +5 percent, which is in agreement with pre;ious findings. (21)
Average values of u are as follows (regardless of steel grade) :
1. Rolled wide-flange columns:
Ct = 0.97
av
2. Welded wide-flange columns:
U
av
= 0.96
I
3. Welded box-columns:
ct = 0.97av
The weighted average of ~ for the three column categories is
O. 97.
The absolute value of ~he difference between the
theoretical and the experimental maximum strength is defined
as 0·,
6 = I(Pmax/Py) - (Pm x /P ) 1 (3)
theory a Y experiment
The value of 0 for the rolled wide-flange columns is
to.OB, for the welded wide-flange'columns to.OS, and for the
welded box-eo.lumns +0.04; with a weighted average of +0.054
337.29
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This confirms the previous statement, namely, that the
predicted strength usually checks with the experimental
one to an accuracy of +5 percent.
The data available do not provide sufficient
information to separate the effects of the various
assumptions made. There are indications, however, that, for
example, for short columns the theory seems to give loads
slightly lower than do the tests. The differences are not
more pronounced for columns of the higher strength steels,
than they are forrcolumns of mild steel; nor doe~ the method
of manufacture seem to have any bearing on the results. These
statements are true for all column lengths.
The fact that some test results do not give- the
impression of full reliability, may be attributed to the
influence of factors such ,as errors in alignment (causing
an eccentric application of the axial load), small amounts
of end restraint, cold-straightening of the column, and factors
of this kind. For example, only a minor form of end restraint
will lead to a significantly higher column strength than what
would< have been obtained for a real pinned-end column. This
may have been the reason for the high loads reported for the
shapes W8x31 (Table 8, row 4, column ·S) and H14x202 (Table 9,
rows 10 and 11, column 8).
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Figure 10 shows the band of all the '112 maximum
, i
I
I
i
I
I
I
strength column curves that were developed, using an initial
out-af-straightness of L/IOOO. In the figure, only the upper
and lower envelope curves are indicatedr since ,the density
of the curves between these two limits prevents a meaningful
illustration of each separate curve. It may be seen that the
width of the band attains the values ·(at some characteristic
points) :
0.884 < Pmax/Py < 0.990 for A = 0.3
...""
0.453 < P IP < 0.861 for A = 0.9max y
0.181 < p IP < 0.262 for A = 1.9max y
The width of the band is thus largest in the region of
--
intermediate slenderness ratios, and tapers off towards the
ends. For low slenderness ratios the variation of the
maxi~um strength is influenced more by the variation of the
yield strength than any other factor; that is, the differences
in yield strength obtained in tension tests from the same
material account for the variation of the maximum strength.
The frequ.ency distribution histogram of the rn.a~imum strength
for A = 0.3, given in Fig. lla, exhibits less kurtosis
(= peakedness) than that obtained in pure tension tests, (27)
but the tendency is still the same. As the slenderness ratio
increases, the histograms'exhibit more and more kurtosis and
skewness (=departure from a symmetric distribution), as
r
i
I
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shown by the distributions given in Figs. lla through lli.
This is an indication that for high slenderness ratios,
factors such as the re-sidual stress and the yield strength
have a d~creasing influence. In fact, the maximum strength
of a very long column will probably approach the .Euler, or
elastic, buckling load. This is also due to the diminishing
effect of the initial out-af-straightness on such columns 0
It is substantiated by the curves in Fig. 10, which approach
the Euler-curve as A increases. other investigations have
given the same result. (11)
The large width of the band of column curves for the
intermediate slenderness ratios confirms the fact that column
strength parameters such as the residual stress, the method
of manufacture, the size and the shape of the cross section,
and the like, have their most sig~ificant effect in this
region. This is basically.the region where the inelastic
column strength theories are most applicable.
A statistical analysis of the band of curves shown
in Fig. 10 was perfo~ed throughout the range of slenderness
ratios. The numerical results of this study are given in
Table 11, whereas Fig. 12 illustrates the variation of some
of the typical quantities. Also shown in Fig. 12 are the
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upper and lower envelope curves for the 112 maximum strength
column curves.
The most important information in Fig. 12 is given
by the arithmetic average curve. It emphasizes the data
provided by Fig." 11, namely, a gradual shifting of the
average; from being closer to the lower envelope curve at
low A-values, to being located in the vicinity of the upper
envelope curve at high A-values. Included in the figure are
also the curves for the 2i- and the 97i- percentiles f b.etween
which 95 percent of the 112 column curves are located. Note
that these percentiles have been used, rather than the more
commonly known quantities
M - 28 and M + 28
where M is the arithmetic mean and s the standard deviation~
The two expressions above give similar bounds, but are based'
on a normal (Gaussian) frequency distribution. The
distribution of maximum strength, however, does not possess
the Gaussian characteristics, as evidenced by the histograms
in Figs. lla through IIi. The coefficients of skewness and
kurtosis, given in Table 12, are thus never equal to the
values 0.0 and 3.0, respectively, which are the magnitudes
associated with a normal distribution.
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For comparative purposes, column curve bands,
similar to the one shown in Fig. 10, were'developed using
initial out-of-straightnesses L/500 and L/2000. The
resulting diagrams are given in Figs. 13 and 14, and the
statistical characteristics of these bands for a few typical
slenderness ratios, are contained in Table 11.
The column curve bands are best compared by a
representation such as the one provided by Fig. 15, where
the three are drawn in the same diagram. It may be seen
that there is a significantly larger distance between the
curves pertaining to the out-of-straightnesses L/SOO and
L/IOOO, than there is between the curves corresponding to
the values~ L/1000 and L/2000. The column curves for
different elL-values, where e is the initial crookedness,
for each of the columns included in the study, exhibit the
same tendencies. Therefore it may be concluded that little
advantage will be gained by prescribing an allowable initial
out-af-straightness of L/2000, instead of t4e presently used
value L/rOOO. Such a requirement would probably also ~resent
serious economical and practical drawbacks as far as the
manufacture of the columns is concerned.
A further comparison of the three column curve
bands is given by Figs. 16 through 20. Figures 16 through 18
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illustrate the frequency distribution curves of the maximum
strength for the slenderness ratios 0.3, 0.9, and 1.5,
respectively. Figure 19 shows the relationship between the
standard deviation and A, and Fig. 20 shows the relationship
between the coefficient of variation and A.
It "is evident that the maximum strength clusters
more and more around certain values as the slenderness ratio
increases, and also that this tendency is more pronounced,
the smaller the magnitude of the initial out-af-straightness.
This is only expressed in terms of the increasing kurtosis
of the distributions, however, since the width of the column
curve bands does not follow this rule entirely. The data
in Table 13 show that, for example, the three band widths
are almost equal for A=O.3 and A=1.5 (the ones for e/L =
1/500 are slightly larger than the other two) I but the width
for A=O.9 is smallest for columns with the highest initia~
crookedness (1/500), and vice versa. Table 12 gives the same
results, since the band for e/L=1/500 has the smallest
coefficients of skewness and kurtosis for A=1.5, but the
largest for \=0.9.
The standard deviation and the coefficient of
variation exhibit similar patterns of variation, namely,
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typical maxima for the intermediate slenderness ratios.
The maximum standard deviation occurs in the range of A=O.8
to 0.9, whereas the coefficient of variation reaches its
highest level for A=l.O to 1.1. The reason for this
difference is that the coefficient of variation is a function
of the arithmetic mean, thus:
v = ~ · 100 (in percent) (4)
where s is the standard deviation, and M the arithmetic meane
It has previously been shown that M decreases with increasing
A.
Figures 19 and 20 illustrate also that the
dispersion of the maximum column strength is most pronounced
for columns with a high initial crookedness, for the lo\vest
and the highest slenderness ratios. The converse is true
for the intermediate A-values. These results emphasize the
previous findings with regard to the column strength band
widths.
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5 tl ANALYSIS OF THE MAXIMUM STRENGTH DATA'.
THE MULTIPLE COLUMN CURVE CONCEPT
5 •.1 Analysis of the Maximum Strength Data
A general description of the overall results of the
investigation was given in the preceding chapter, but a
detailed discussion of the influence of the various
parameters and their separate and joint effects on "the
maximum strength was not presented. The aim of this chapter
is to provide an analysis of the available data with the
specific purpose of preparing the multiple column strengt,h
curvesc>
The breakdown of the results follows the list of
parameters given in Chapter 4.1, with the exception of the
bending axis and the initial' out-af-straightness. The
bending axis is exc~uded from th~ analysis, due to the desire
to keep the major and minor axis column curves within the
same cate.gory, that is, that they belong to one' and the s.arne
of the'multiple column curves. It will be seen that this has
been achieved for almost all the column types included. The
omission of the out-af-straightness is a result of the choice
of a-particular value as the basis for the multiple curves,
namely, the value L/IOOO.
I
II,~j
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F~gures 21 through 24 contain the data available on
rolled wide-flange columns, which all together represent 20
heavy and light shapes of the steel grades ASTM A7, A36, A242,
and A514. Figure 21 shows the colunm curve band for the ,22
curves (11 shapes) for" A7 and A36 steel columns, and Fig. 22
gives the same data, but separated with respect to size. The
full band occupies a somewhat wide range of P Ip -values
. max y
in the middle and lower portions of the 112-curve band
(see Fig. 10). Figure 22 illustrates that heavy rolled wide-
flange columns tend to be relatively weaker than their light
counterparts, except when cold-straightening has been applied.
This also has been found in other investigations. (13) The
width of the band for the light rolled A7/A36-shapes, together
with the other data, indicate that the light shapes may be
lopated in a middle (of three) column curve category, whereas
heavy- shapes seem to belong to a group located lower. Figure
23 similarly shows that light rolled A242-columns may be
assigned either to the upper or to the middle category. The
width and the location of the band of curves for the shapes
of AS14-steel, shown in Fig. 24, are a clear indication that
columns of the highest strength steels belong to the upper
category. There is no signific~nt difference between the
curves for heavy and light A514-columns. This shows that,
for example, the residual stresses have a relatively small
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influence on the strength of such columns; this is further
evidenced by the location of the band of curves,.
The results of the analyses of the data for welded
wide-flange col~~ns are presented in Figs. 25 through 37~
The evaluation is more complicated' than for the rolled
columns, since several additional column strength parameters
must be taken into account.
Figures 25 through 31 contain the data relevant to
the analysis of welded wide-flange columns of the steel grades
A7 and A36. T~e band of the 34 column curves, shown in
Fig. 25, exhibits a relatively large variation of the strength.
Its lower ~nvelope curve closely follows the corresponding
curve for the band of the 112 column curves (Fig. 10).
The effect of the. size of the shape is analyzed in
Figs. 26 and 27. Figure 26 compares the strengths of heavy
and light columns made of flame-cut plates, ,and Fig. 27 gives
the same information for columns of universal mill plat~s.
It is evident that the size of the shape does not play an
important role, since the column curve bands for the heavy
arid the ligllt s·hapes practically overlap each other completely.
Only -for the universal mill columns does a small difference
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occur, such that the heavy shapes have a' slightly lower
relative strength.
Figures 28 and 29 separate the column curves of
Fig. 25 with respect to the method of manufacture. It will
be noted that both heavy and light universal mill columns
are clearly weaker than their flame-cut counterparts. This
concurs with the results of other investigations. (14,20,21)
The influence of the type of weld that is used.at
the flange-web junction, is estimated in Figs. 30 and 31.
There is no difference for flame-cut shapes, except an
almost negligibly lower strength for groove~welded than for
fillet-welded shapes for low slenderness ratios. The
difference is more pronounced for universal mill columns,
for which the groove-welded sections are weaker for all
slenderness ratios.
These analyses indicate that both heavy and light
welded flame-cut columns of A7 and A36 steel may be assigned
to ·the middle column strength category. Universal mill
columns, on the other hand, may preferably be located in the
lowest of the three categories. There is very little reason
for giving special attention to the type of weld that is used
at the junction of the flange and the web.
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The band of column strength curves for welded wide-
flange columns of steel grade A441 is shown in Fig. 32. It
represents 8 column curves for heavy shapes only, and is
therefore of limited usefulness. However, the trend
exhibited by the curves seems to indicate that columns of
this type may be assigned to the middle column strength
category. A study of the effect of different types flange-
wep welds, similar to the data given for the A7/A36 columns,
is provided by Figs. 33 and 34. The results for A441 columns
are analogous to those of A7 and A36, although less pronounced
for the universal mill shapes. No special consideration
tperefore needs to be given to the kind of weld that is used
between the flange and the web.
The 4 available column curves for welded H-shapes
of steel grade A572(SO), illustra~ed in Fig. 35, also yield
only a limited amount of information. The characteristics
of this steel are somewhat similar to those of A441, however,
and the location of the column curve band is very much the
same. It therefore will seem possible to assign welded'wide-
flange columns of A572 (50) steel to th,e middle category.
The column curve band for welded H-columns of AS14
steel, shown in Fig. 36, is located relatively close to the
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upper envelope curve for the 112-curve band (see Fig. 10).
The width of the band is larger than that for the rolled
A514-shapes (see Fig. '24), and runs somewhat lower. It will
be seen that some welded AS14 columns may be assigned to the
upper col~~n strength category, and others to the middle
one. The larger variation of the strength, as compared to
the rolled shapes, is probably caused by factors such as the
welding and the flame-cutting.
The results obtained for the various hybrid welded
H-shapes are presented in Fig. 37. Note that two column
curve bands are indicated, rather than the usual one, in.
order to distinguish between hybrid shapes with A514-flanges
and with ~441-flanges. Although a total of only 8 col~~n
curves are available, the differences between the two major
types of columns are highly pronounced. Welded hybrid H-
shapes with flame-cut A514~flanges therefore may be assigned
to the upper column stre~gth category, and those with flame-
cut and universal mill A441-flanges to the ~iddle category.
Figures 38 through 40 provide the analysis of the
column strength curves for the welded box-shapes included in
the study. The column curve band for box-shapes of A7 and
A36 steel, illustrated in Fig. 38, exhibits a somewhat large
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variation of the strength. This is clarified by Fig. 39,
where the size of the shape has been taken into accounte It
may be seen that the heavy box-shapes are relatively stronger
than the.light ones for a large range of slenderness ratios.
This result is in agreement with previous findings. (25) The
general trend of the curves shows that welded box-shapes of
A7 and A36 steel may be placed in the middle column strengJh
category.
The data for welded A514 box-shapes are limited, but
nevertheless do illustrate a tendency similar to that of the
rolled and welded wide-flange sections of the same material.
Figure 40 thus indicates that box columns of AS14 steel may
be assigned to the upper column strength category.
5.2 Development of the Multiple Column Curves
Based on the developments and the analyses presented
so far, the final grouping of the maximum strength column
curves can be performed. Tables 14 through 16 contain the
data for the column types that have been assigned to each of
the three column strength 'categories.
It may be seen th~t group 1 (Table 4) contains
columns of high strength steels, in addition to hybrid
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H-shapes with AS14 flanges. Also included in this category
are stress-relieved sections of all steel grades, regardless
of manufacturing method, shape, size, and bending axis. The
commonly used methods of stress-relie.f (annealing) remove
practically all cooling and welding residual stresses, (14,27,28)
which thus account for the increased strength. It is
believed that further investigations of the influence of
cold-straightening will show that columns that are straightened
this way also may be assigned to group 1. This is substan-
tiated by the results of previous studies, (28) but may not
hold true for the 'heaviest shapes.
Column strength category 2 (Table 15) contains the
largest number and the grea.test variety of shapes, steel
grades, manufacturing methods, and so on. This is as
expected, since group 2 occupies a band of column curves that
is centrally located in th~ 112-curve band (Fig. 10). It
may be noted that the minor (weak) axis bending cases for some
of the columns of high strength steels are located in this
group, whereas the major (or strong) axis bending cases,
belong to the category above. Otherwise, all of the other
columns are represented by both bending axes.
At this stage, relatively few column types have
been assigned to column strength category 3. Only two steel
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grades are represented, namely, ASTM A7 and A36, and heavy
rolled, heavy welded, and light welded wide-fla.nge universal
mill shapes are included. The small number of curves, and
their somewhat wide scatter, is the reason for some of the
adjustments that ·will be made for the initially evaluated
curve 3.
The column curve bands for the. thr~e.categories,
together with some statistically evaluated curves, 'are shown
,~ ........ ...
in Figs. 41 through 43. Numerical values of the most
important statistical properties of the three-groups are
given in Tables 17 through 19. Among the most notable
features for all groups is the fact that the arithmetic mean
and the rn~dian are practically equal for all A-values, with
a minor exception for group 3 in the intermediate A-range.
The coefficients of variation for categories 1 and 2 are
significantly smaller than those of the 112-curve band
(cf. Table 11), whereas group 3 exhibits a comparable
scatter. The distribution of column streng~h within each
group is ·not normal, and the application of mean plus ~r
minus two standard deviations to define the 95 percent
confidence intervals therefore is not appropriate.
The curves for the arithmetic means of the groups
form the initial choice of the multiple column curves. These
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curves are also shown in Figs. 41 through 43, and Fig. 44
illustrates the three mean-curves drawn in the same diagram.
This is denoted as Alternative 1 of the multiple column
curves.
The locations of the three curves of Alternative 1
with respect to each other seem somewhat unreasonable
in particular, Curves 2 and 3 are placed too closely
together" Based on a presumed lowering of Curve 3 by the
introduction of more column curves into this group, which
is an assumption partiall~ substantiated "by .the cu:t;y~~. of
Fig. 43, Alternative 2 of the multiple column curves has
been developed. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 45,
and by a comparison with those of Alternative 1, it will be
seen that Curve 3 has been lowered slightly for all slenderness
ratios, and that Curve 2 is slightly higher for low, and
slightly lower for high A-values. Curve 1 has not been
altered. The imposed changes are not severe, however, such
that the curves of Alternative 2 do not deviate much from the
arithmetic mean curves.
The mathematical expressions representing the curves
of Alternative 2 are not developed- here. Such relationships
are given for the multiple column curves presented in Fig. 46,
whi·ch provide a simplified solution. These curves I, by
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originating at the point where P /p = 1.0 and A = 0.15, do
max y
take into account the strength-raising effects of s~rain-
hardening for short columns, where no overall column bu.ckling
occurs. The set of curves in Fig. 46 are the ones that are
recommended for use as column strength curveSe
The simplified Curves 1 and 2 may, for a large range
of slenderness ratios, be represented by parabolas, and Curve
·3 by a st~aight line. From certain A-values on, all three
-curves have the shape of hyperbolas.' In general, the
relationships can all be expressed by the formula
= a + b · AS + c · (5)
where a, b, and c are constant coefficients that mayor may
not be zero. Sand yare exponents, whose values determine
the shape of the curve.
The calculations leading to the determination of the
column curve equations are not shown here. The expressions
arrived at are as follows:
CURVE 1:
(p /P) - 0.99 + 0.122 -A - 0.38 .A 2max y -
fo~.O.15 < A < 1.2
(6a)
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(p Ip) = 0.05 + 0.778 • ,-2max y 1\
for A > 1.2
-44
(6b)
CURVE 2:
(Pmax/Py) = 1.035 - 0.204 . A - 0.232 .
;\2 (7a)
for 0.15 < A < i.O
- -
(Pmax/Py ) -0.111 + 0.62
-1 0.091 -2 (7b)= . A + . A-
far A > 1. 10
CURVE 3:
( p IP) - 1.095 --0.63 • Amax y -
for O. 15 < A < O. 8
(8a)
for A > 0.,8
For all curves:
for 0 < A < O. 15
(9)
These equations can now be used to find the maximum strength
of a column, given the non-dimensional slenderness ratio, A,
and the yield load, Py' Conversion "to a dimensional
slenderness ratio is easily accomplished.
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A comparison between the multiple column curves
developed here, and the ones prepared in Europe, may be of
interest. Figure 47 shows the proposed European multiple
column curves, together with data for the column types that
belong to each of them. The original number of curves is
three (curves a, b, and c in Fig. 47), (7) but recent
developments indicate that two more curves (curves a O and d .
in Fig. 47) may be added. (29) These are shown as dashed
lines in Fig. 47.
Figure 48 illustrates the comparison of the
European curves and those of Alternative 2 (Fig. 45), and
Fig. 49 compares the European curves and the recommended
multiple column curves (Fig. 46). Both figures show a very
good correlation between the two sets of curves, provided
all five European curves are taken into account. The
original three of the latter curves do not cover more than
approximately 50 percent of the band of all column strength
curves (cf. Fig. 10), and hence do not provide a suitable
alternative to the curves developed here. The reasons,for
the insufficient coverage are the types of structural steel
and shape sizes commonly used in Europe. High strength
steels, such as ASTM A514, are not available, and neither
are the types of heavy shapes that frequently are utilized
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.. t- · (16) h t·In· Amerlcan construe lon practlce. T e ten atlve curves,
a O and d, have been developed for possible future use. (29)
5.3 The Column Curve Selection Table
The purpose of this brief chapter is to describe the
layout and the principles of the Column Curve Selection
Tabl'e, and hOyl it is used to decide on which of the mul.tiple
column curves that is applicable to a particular column.
The table, which is given as Table 20, is indispensable for
.the selection process, because of the large number of steel
grades, shapes, manufacturing methods, and so on, that are
available to the designer when he is choosing columns for a
structure.
The main headings of the table are as follows:
1. Fabrication Details
2. Bending Axis
3. Steel Grade" (ASTM)
Under the heading Fabrication Details are allocated the factors
that describe the shape of the cross section, the size, and
special manufacturing items, such as the use of flame-cut or
universal mill plates, whether a tube or box is welded or
extruded, and so on. For-Bending Axis only two items are
included, namely, whether the major or the minor axis is
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considered. Below the heading Steel Grade (ASTM) appear
all the most commonly utilized structural steel grades, in
addition to a section that describes hybrid columns.
The interpretation of the table is best illustrated
by. the use of a few examples.
1. A rolled wide-flange light shape of A7 or A36
steel, bent about the minor axis, will be designed'
according to Curve 2 (the number 2 appears in the
corresponding box of the table) .
2. A light welded wide-flange shape of A7 or A36
steel, made from universal mill plates, and
bent about the major axis, is designed according
to Curve 3. The same shape, but made from AS14
steel, belongs to Curve 1.
3. A welded box-shape of A7 or A36 steel, made from
flame-cut plates, and bent about the minor axis,
belongs to Curve 2. The same shape of AS14
steel is designed in accordance with Curve 1.
4. All stress-relieved shapes, regardless of steel
grade, manufacturing method, size, or bending
axis, are designed a9cording to Curve 1.
Several- of the numbers in the Column Curve Selection
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Table are given in parentheses, indicating that the column
curves assigned to these column types later may be subject
to change. The separate maximum strength column curves for
these columns have not been computed, due to the lack of
data for the residual stress distributions. However, based
on the information available for column types of 'related
steel grades, tentative choices. of one of the three column
strength categories have been made for every case. It is
believed that this selection of curves forms a reasonable
basis for further work. Confirmation or otherwise of the
grouping can be obtained when more data have been acquired
on the residual stress distributions in actual shapes.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results arrived at in this investigation may
be summarized briefly as follows:
1. Due to the imperfections that always will be
found in real columns, the maximum strength
concept forms a more realistic basis for the
behavior and the strength of a centrally loaded
column, than does the tangent modulus concept.
2. The variation of column strength is considerable,·
as evidenced by test results and by theoretical
studies. One column strength curve therefore
cannot rationally represent the strength of all
types of columns. ~his has led to the adoption
of the concept of multiple column curves, where
each curve depicts the strength of related
column types. The practicality of this concept
has been substantiated both by an introductory
study, based on tangent modulus loads~ and by
the results of the present, maximum strength,
investigation.
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3. The multiple column curves consist of three
different curves. The number three was chosen
in order to obtain the most rational
representation of the strength of all columns,
without making the practical utilization of the
multiple curves too complicated.
4. The computation of the maximum strength was
performed by using an electronic digital
computer. The computer program takes into
account actual residual stresses, a variable
yield strength throughout the cross section,
and an assumed symmetric out-of-straightness.
Comparison with a number of column test results
shows that the method applied predicts the
strength to an accuracy of approximately +5
percent.
5. A total of 112 maximum strength column curves
have been generated. These represent a variety
of combinations of steel grades, shapes, s~zesl
manufacturing methods, and bending axes. The
effects of different initial out-of-straightnesses·
have also been examined.
6. The effects of structural imperfections, such as
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--the residual $tress and the ini tial out-of-
straightness, are most pronounced for the
intermediate slenderness ratios. The yield
strength level is the most significant factor
for the very short columns, and the behavior
of the very long,columns more and more approaches
that of the Euler column.
7. An initial out-af-straightness of L/1000 has
been chosen as the basis for the multiple column
curves. This is the straightness requirement
of the specification for the delivery of
structural steel shapes.
B. Based on an analysis of the available column
curves and the various column strength
parameters; a gr0uping of the 112 curves into
three column'strength categories was performed.
The column types within each category (group)
have related characteristics, such as similar
material properties. A statistical analysis
of the variation of the column strength was
carried out for each group, and the arithmetic
mean curves for the three groups were chosen as
the initial set of multiple column curves.
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9. Minor alterations of the initial choice of the
multiple column curves were made, especially with
a view towards developing a simplified solution
that could be represented by relatively simple
mathematical relationships. The deviations from
the initial scheme of curves are insignificant.
10. Mathematical expressions, depicting the three
curves developed, have been evaluated. They are
given as equations (6) through (9) in the report~
11. To aid in the process of determination of the
appropriate col~~n curve for a particular shape,
a table called the Column Curve Selection Table
has been prepared. The table is shown as Table
20 in the report.
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8. NOMENCLATURE
= a ratio given by the expression
a = max y
(Pmax/Py ) experiment
which compares theoretical and
experimental maximum column strengths
Ct
av
€
Y
= average value of the a's computed
= exponents for column curve equations
= the absolute value of the difference
between the theoretical and· the
experimental maximum column strength,
given by the expression
= the, magnitude of the strain at the onset
of strain-hardening
= yield strain
= non-dimensional slenderness ratio r given by
A = ! I~'
1T E
L
" -r
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= second, third, and fourth central moments
about the arithmetic mean of a frequency
distribution
= yield strength
= modulus of elasticity
= length of a column between the pinned ends
= arithmetic mean of a frequency distribution
= maximum strength of a column
= reduced modulus load for a column
= tangent modulus load for a column
= yield load of a column, as obtained in a
stub-column test
= coefficient of variation of a frequency
distribution
= constant coefficients, used in column
curve equations
= initial out-af-straightness (at rni,d-
height) of a column
= measure of skewness of a frequency
distJ;~bution
337.29
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g'2 = measure of kurtosis of a frequency
distribution
r = radius of gyration
s = standard deviation of a frequency
distribution
337.29 -58
9. TABLES AND FIGURES
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TABLE 1
DATA FOR COLU}lliS INCLUDED IN
INVESTIGATION OF TANGENT MODULUS LOADS
-59
I
\
Material Manuf. Axes** Light Column SectionsOMethod* or +
Heavy
A7/A36 R1 sw L W4x13~W8x31,W8x24,W8x67,W12x50
_u_ n S 11 W6x35
-"-
If W 11 W12x65
-"- " SW H '~14x426)W14x7 30
A242 Rl SW L W8x31,W12xSO,W12x65
A514 Rl sw L W8x31,W27x94
_fl_
" S
11 W8x40
"A514 11++ Rl SW H t.JIOx112
A7-/A36 We/Fe sw L H12x79
-"-
_It_ W 11 H7x28,HIOx62
_11_ _tJ_ SW H H14x202;H24x428,H24x428 (Annealed)
-"-
_t,_ W II H15x290 Fillet, do. Groove
A441 ~~e/FC 't~ lj H15x290 Fillet, do. Groove
A572(50) T,\[e/FC sw L H12x79
_"_ _ It_
_u _
H H14x202
~
A514 We/Fe S L Hl1x71
A7/A36 We/ID1 s~v L HIOx62
_"_ _tt _ W 1t H7x28 -
-"-
_"_ SW H Hl'Sx290 ,H24x428
-"- -"- W It H15x290 Fillet, do. Groove
A441 We/ill1 W H H15x29-0 Fillet, do. Groove
Hybrid We/Fe sw L H7x28
Combinations:
Fl A514 Web A441
Fl A514 ~\Teb A36
Fl A441 ~~eb A36
Hybrid ~~e/UM sw L ,H7x28 )Fl A441)Web A36
A7 / A36 Riveted s\~ L Special built-up (riveted)
sections
337.29
FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE 1:
* Rl = Rolled) ,We = Welded, Fe = Flame-Cut, UM ~ Universal Mill
-60
** SW = Strong and weak axis, S = Strong axis) W = Weak axis
+ L = Light) H = Heavy
A section where any component plate is thicker than one inch is
denoted a heavy section; othenvise it is light.
++ This is steel type USS SNi-Cr-Mo-V) with a nominal yield strength
of 130 ksi (measured 140 ksi).
o Fillet denotes the use of a fillet weld at the juncture of flange
and web; groove denotes the use of a groove weld at the same location~
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TABLE 2
COLtThffi TYPES IN GROUP 1 OF THE
TANGENT MODULUS STUDY
(Notation as in Table 1)
Material Manufacturing + Light* AXe]Method Shape or ~eavy
A36 We H LH S~-J
(Annealed.)
A514 Rl W LH Sl:V'
Hybrid:
Fl A514
& Web A441 ~~e/FC H L S~~
Fl AS14
& Web A36
A36 Riveted and H** L SW
Bolted
* LH = Light and Heavy.
-61
** Denotes riveted and bolted sections built-up from angles and
plates (JiC).
+ .
H = Welded H~shape, W= Rolled wide-flange shape.
337.29
TABLE 3
COLUMN TYPES IN GROUP 2 OF THE
TANGENT MODULUS STUDY
(Notation as in Table 1)
~62
Material Manufacturing Shape+ Light* AxesMethod or Heavy
A36 Rl W L SW
11 f1 11 H S
tf We/Fe H LH s\V
A242 Rl W L SW
A441 We/Fe H H W
A572(SO) We/FC H LH S1~
Hybrid:
Fl A441 We/Fe H L SW& Web A36
* LH = Light and Heavy.
+ H = Welded H-shape; W= Rolled wide-flange shape.
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TABLE 4
COLUMN TYPES IN GROUP 3 OF THE
TANGENT MODULUS STUDY
(Notation as in Table 1)
Material Manufacturing + Light* AxesMethod Shape or Heavy
:
A36 Rl W H W·
A36 We/OM H LH SW
A441 We/OM H H W
Hybrid:
FI A441
& Web A36 We/UM H L SW
* LH = Light and Heavy.
+ H = Welded H-shape; W= Rolled wide-flange shape.
-63
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TABLE 5
DATA FOR ROLLED COLU}lliS INCLUDED IN
INVESTIGATION OF MAXIMUM STRENGTHS
-64
Material* Light or No. of Column Column SectionsHeavy** Curves+
A7 L 18 W4x13~8x24)8x31)8x67,12x50,
12x65,5x18.5,14x43,8x31(Annealed)
A7 H 2 W14x426
A36 H 2 W12x161
A242 L 6 W8x31,12x50,12x65 .
A514 L 8 W8~17)8x31,10x33)12x45
A514 H 2 W12x120
HA514,,+r H 2 \4JI0xl12
Sum of No.
of Curves
.= 40
* Designation according to ASTM Specifications. (17)
** L = Light; H = Heavy.
+ Includes both major and minor bending axes column curves.
++ This is steel type USS SNi-Cr-Mo-V, with a nomi~al yield strength
of 130 ksi (measured 140 ksi).
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TABLE 6
DATA FOR ,-mLDED H-COLUMNS INCLUDED IN
INVESTIGATION OF f1AXI}fUM STRENGTHS
(Notation as in Tables 1 and 5)
-65
Material Light No. of Column Column Sections*
or Heavy Curves
_......
"'"
•• &r:_ ..... ~-
A7 L 8 H7x28 (lTM,FC) ,lIIOx62 (U~f,FC)
A36 L 2 H12x79(FC)
A36 H 24 H12x210(FC),H20x354(FC),
H14x202(FC),H15x290(FCF and
FCG,UMF and ~m),H24x428(UM,
2xFC)**,H24x428(Stress-relieved),
H23x681(FC)
A572(50) L 2 'H12x79 (FC)
A572(50) H 2 H14x202 (Fe)
A441 H 8 H15x290(FCF and FCG,U}W and UMG)
AS14 L 6 H7x28(FC,SH),HIOx62(FC)
Hybrid L 8 H7x28(FC;Fl A514,Web A441)
H7x28(FC;Fl.A514,Web A36)
H7x28(FC;Fl A441,Web A36).
H7x28(UM;Fl A441,Web A36)
Sum of no. of
- curves = 60
* The following notation is used for manufacturing method designation:
UM = Universal mill; Fe = Flame-cut; SH = Sheared; FCF = Flame-cut
plates and fillet welds; FCG = Flame-cut plates and groove welds;
UMF = Universal mill plates and fillet welds; mIG = Universal mill
. plates and groove welds.
** Two shapes with flame-cut plates, but different preheating techni-ques"
..
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TABLE 7
DATA FOR WELDED BOX-COLUMNS INCLUDED
IN INVESTIGATION OF MAXI~ruM STRENGTHS
(Notation as in Tables 1, 5, and 6)
-66
Material Light No. of Column Column Sections
or Heavy Curves
A7 L 4 o6x20, lOx65
A36 L 2 C lOx65
A36 H 2 tJ24x774
A514 L 4 Cl6x20,lOx65
Sum of no. of
curves = 12
-
. ,
.-
, oJ ~ ....
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TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERI~lliNTAL
MAXIMUM COLUMN STRENGTHS FOR ROLLED
WIDE-FLANGE COLUffi~S
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 4)
-6,7
Shape Steel Light or Axis Experiment Theory +t-Grade Heavy elL A L/r p Ip P IF a
max y max y
W12x161 A36 H W 0.002 0.49 50 0.78 0.83 1.06
W 8x31 A242 L W 0.0009 0.75 54 0.82+ 0.77 0.94
0.0013 1.00 72 0.78 0.62 (0.80)
W12x120 A514' '. H W 'I 0.55 30 0.89
-** -
0.0002 0.92 50 0.82 0.85 1.04 .
l\TIOxl12 tlA514ff* H W 0.0001 1.07 49 0.73 0.75 1.03
* This is steel type USS 5Ni-Cr-Mo-V, with a nominal yield strength of
130 ksi (measured 140 ksi).
** Since the out-of-straightness for the tested column is unknown, no
comparison with the theory can be made.
+ The reliability of· this test result is highly questionable.
+i- The factor a is given -by the ratio
(P Ip)
a = max y ·theory
(P Ip) .
max y ~xper1rnent
-_.- _. --, ~_.~- -~--~~- .~-- -~~~~~-_ ..--.------~~--_ .._-_.~~.~~~.. j
TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MAXIMUM COLUMN STRENGTHS FOR WELDED
WIDE-FLANGE COLUMNS (Notation as in Tables 1 through 4)
Shape Steel Light or Axis Experiment TheoryGrade Heavy elL A L/r P Ip p Ip a*
max y max y
1_1t!rW3t(~:IIf ;~~. .·ltt
't••
H12x79 A36 L w 0.0002 0.35 30 0.97 0.93 0.96
0.0003 0.70 .: 60 0.76 0.75 0.99
0.0002 1.05 90 0.68 0.64 0.94
H14x202 A36 H W 0.0009 0.34 30 0.97 0.94 0.97
0.0006 0.68 60 0.84 0.78 0.93
0.0002 . 1'.02 90 0.64 0.60 0.94
H12x79 A572(50) 'L W 0.0003 0.40 30 0.90 0.91 1.01
0.0011 0.81 60 0.76 0.70 0.92
0.0002 1.22 90 0.60 0.58 0.97
H14x202 A572 (50) H w 0.0006 0.84 60 0.80 0.70 0.88
0.0008 1.26 90 0.61 0.53 0.87
1110x62 A514 1 L W 0.0004 0.68 35 0.90 0.90 1.00
0.0003 1.07 55 0.79 0.83 1.05
*See Table 8.
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, 'TABLE '10
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MAXIMUM COLUMN STRENGTHS
FOR WELDED BOX COLUMNS (Notation as in Tables 1 through 4)
Shape Steel ~ight or Axis~'t Experiment Theory '+Grade Heavy elL A L/r P ,IF P Ip Ct
max y max y
....
D6x2o A7** L P 0.0006 0.44 32 0.93· 0.90 0.97
0.0002 0.70 51 0.75 0.73 0.97
OlOx65 A7 L P 0.0003 0.34 30 0.94 ". 0.96 1.02
0.0006 0.56 50 0.82 0.85 1.04
0.0007 0.90 80 0.64 0.62 0.97 ~
D6x2o A514 L P 0.0007 0.76 40 0.91 0.85 0.94
0.001 1.15 60 0.69 0.63 0.91
OlOx65 A514 L p 0.0001 0.56 30 0.94 0.91 0.97
0.0005 0.94 50 0.87 0.82 0.94
*p = one of the principal axes (these box-shapes are square).
**Measured yield strength = 55.6 ksi (» cr of nominal A7).y
+See Tables 8 and 9.
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TABLE 11
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BANDS OF 112 MAXI}lliM STRENGTH COLUMN CURVES+
w
W
-.....J
tv
\..0
Arithmetic Mean Median 2t Percentile 97! Percentile Standard Deviation Coeff. of Variation
A- 1/1000 1/500* 1/2000* 1/1000 1/500* 1/2000* 1/1000 1/500* 1/2000* 1/1000 1/500)'1; 1/2000* 1/1000 1/500* 1/2000* 1/1000 1/500* 1/20QO)\,
0.3 0.944 0.922 0.955 0.944 0.922 0.958 0.891 0.863 0.895 0.987 0.975 0.993 0.027 0.029 0.026 2.8 3.1 2.7
0.5 0.867 -- -- 0.858 -- -- 0 .. 721 -- -- 0 .. 962 -- -- 0.057 -- -- 6 .. 6 -- --
0.7 0 .. 775
-- --
0 .. 761
--
-- 0.568 -- -- 0.926 -- -- 0.081 -- -- 10.4 -- --
0.9 0.675 o.. 6i4 0.721 0.655 0.596 0.710 0.456 0.425 0.480 0.843 0.774 0.896 0 .. 087 0.078 0.096 12.8 12.7 °13.4
1.1 0.562 -- -- 0.558 -- -- 0 .. 430 -- -- 0 .. 696 -- -- 0.075 -- -- 13.2 -- --
1.3 0.453 -- -- 0.453 -- -- 0.309 -- -- 0.537 -- -- 0.050 -- -- 11.1 -- --
1.5 0.362 0.330 0.384 0.365 0.329 0.391 0.291 0.229 0.310 0.413 0.394 0.430 0.032 0.037 0.030 Q.O 11.1 7.7
1.7 0.292 -- -- 0.298 -- -- 0.239 -- -- 0.323 -- -- 0.021 -- -- 7.3 -- --
1.9 0.240
-- --
0.244 -- -- 0.200 -- -- 0.261 -- -- 0.015 -- -- 6.2 -- --
* The statistics for these out-of-straightnesses are computed for comparative purposes) and therefore only at some
representative A-values.
+ ~11 statistical properti~s are dimensionless quantities in terms of P IP) except the coefficient of variation~
max y
which is expressed in percent~ thus: S
V eM· 100
where S is the standard deviation and M the arithmetic mean.
I
-...J
o
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TABLE 12
COEFFICIENTS OF SKE~VNESS AND KURTOSIS FOR THE
BANDS OF 112 K~I~ruM STRENGTH COLUMN CURVES
-71
Measure of skewness, + Measure of k.urtosis, +gl gz
~~ ~.- are= ~...a .
A e/L=l/lOOO 1/500* 1/2000* e/L==l/lOOO 1/500 i ';; 1/2000£~
0.3 -0.21 -0.02 -0.38 2.29 2.33 2.35
0.5 0.03 -- -- 2.39 -- --
0.7 0.14 -- -- 2.52 -- --
0.9 0.15 0.31- 0.12 2.43 2.58 '2.36
1.1 -0.10 -- -- 2.71 -- --
1.3 --0.33 -- -- 2.71 -- --
1.5 -0.71 -0.16 -1.18 3.32 2.59 4.46
1.7 -1.11 -- -- 4.32 -- --
1.9 -1.42 -- -- 5.11 -- --
* The statistics for these out-of-straightnesses are' computed for
comparative purposes) and therefore only at some A-values.
+ The measures of skffivness and kurtosis are given by .
113g =
1 117Yil;"
and
where ~2) ~3' and ~4 are the second, third and fourth central moments
about the mean, respectively.
337.29
TABLE·13
WIDTHS OF THE COLUMN CURVE BANDS FOR
VARIOUS SLENDERNESS RATIOS*
A Initial Out-af-Straightness1/1000 , 1/500 1/2000
0.3 0.106 0.122 0.104
0.9 0.408 0.371 0.432
1.5 0.161 0.171 ·0.162
*The band widths are given in terms of the
non-dimensional ratio P Ip.
. max y
-72
....
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TABLE '14
COLUMN TYPES BELONGING TO COLU}ill STRENGTH CATEGORY 1
(MAXI~un1 STRENGTH STUDY)
(Notation as in'Tables 1 through 4)
-73
Material+ Manufacturing Shape* Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A242 Rl W L S
A514 Rl w LH sw
A514 We/Fe H L S
A514 We/UM H L S
A514 We B L SW
Hybrid: '.
Fl A514 We/FC H L SW&Web A441
Fl A514 We/Fe H L SW&Web A36
All stress-relieved columns (regardless of steel grade) manufacturing
methoA) shape) size) and axes).
* B = Box-shape.
+ Included among the A5l4-steels are the special extra-high strength
steels) such as USS 5Ni-Cr-Mo-V (0 = 130 ksi).y
337.29
TABL'E "15
COLUMN TYPES BELONGING TO COL~rn STRENGTH CATEGORY 2
(MAXIMUM STRENGTH STUDY)
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 4, and 14)
-74
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or Heavy AxesMethod
A7/A36 Rl W L s
A7/A36 We/Fe H LH SW
A7 / A36 We B LH S~V
A242 Rl W L lv
A572(50) We/Fe H LH SW
~ A441 T.:Je/FC H H SW
A441 We/UM H H S\V
A514 t~e/FC H L ~y
A514 We/UM H L \V
Hybrid:
Fl A441 We/Fe H L SW
'&Web A36
Fl A441 We/UM H L S~~&Web A36
337.29
. "TABLE '16
COLUMN TYPES BELONGING TO COLU}lli STRENGTH CATEGORY 3
(MAXI}UJM STRENGTH STUDY)
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 4, and 14 and 15)
-75
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or Heavy Axesltfethod
A7/A36 Rl W H s\~
A7/A36 We/UM H LH s,~
337.29 .
TABLE 17
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BAND OF
CURVES CONTAINING PROPOSED COIJillfN
STRENGTH CURVE 1*
(30 curves, elL = 1/1000)
-76
Arithmetic Median Percentiles Standard Coeff. of.A Mean)'t* 2b 97:6 Deviation Variation (%)2 2
0.3 0.974 0.979 0.951 0.990 0.012 1.2
0.5 0.937 0.936 0.895 0.967 0.027 2.8
0.7 0.878 0.878 ' 0.830 0.935 0.037 4.2
0.9 0.787 0.782 0.741 0.851 0.037 4.7
1.1 0.655 0.651 0.600 0.705 0.029 4.4
1.3 0.513 0.513 0.478 0.543 0.017 3.2
1.5 0.396 0.399 0.362 0.415 0.012 3.0
1.7 0.311 0.311 0.277 0.324 0.010 3.1
1.9 0.252 0.252 0.230 0.261 0.006 2.4
.-~ r~
* Notation -as in Table 11.
** Column Strength Curve 1 follows the arithmetic mean curve.
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TABLE 18
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BAND OF
CURVES CONTAINING PROPOSED COLUMN
STRENGTH CURVE 2*
(70 curves, elL = 1/1000)
~77
A Arithmetic Median Percentiles Standard Coeff. ofMean** 2~ 97~ Deviation Variation (%)2 2"
0.3 0.936 0.937 0.889 0.970 0.020 2.2
0.5 0.849 0.845 O.78b 0.921 0.036 4.3
0.7 0.749 0.743 0.679 0.849 0.046 6.2
0.9 0.646 0.637 0.567 0.760 0.050 7.7
1.1 0.539 0.541 0.458 0.633 0.045 8.2
1.3 0.439 0.442 0.373 0.493 0.032 7.3
1.5 0.355 0.359 0.305 0.390 0.023 6.3
1.7 0.290 0.292 0.252 0.311 0.016 5.6
1.9 0.239 0.241 0.211 0.255 0.012 4.9
* Notation as in Tables 11 and 17.
** Column Strength Curve 2 follows the arithmetic mean.
337.29
TABLE 19"
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE B&~ OF
CURVES CONTAINING PROPOSED COLU}ill
STRENGTH CURVE 3*
(12 curves) elL = 1/1000)
-78
A Arithmetic Median Percentiles Standard Coeff. ofMean** 2~ 971::.- Deviation Variation (%)2 2
0.3 0.914 0.920 0.894 0.937 0.020 2.2
0.5 0.795 0.802 0.744 0.854 0.044 5.6
0.7 0.674 0.684 0.601 0.760 0.063 9.4
0.9 0.567 0.576" 0.490 0.654 0.067 11.7
1.1 0.470 0.477 0.402 0.544 0.058 12.4
1.3 0.383 0.392 0.332 0.444 0.043 11.1
1.5 0.314 0.319 0.274 0.358 0.032 10.1
1.7 0.260 0.260 0.223 0.290 0.024 9.3
1.9 0.218 0.219 0.190 0.243 0.019 8.7
* Notation as in Tables 11) 17 and 18.
** Column Strength Curve 3 follows the arithmetic mean.
/
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TABLE 20-
The Column Curve Selection Table
(numbers in parentheses may be s,ubject to later change)
w
W
-...J
N
\..0
STEEL GRADE (ASTM)
FABRICATION BENDING A572 HYBRID
DETAILS AXiS A7 A A A A514 FL A514 FL A441 FLA36 242 50 65 441 514 A441 WEB A36 WEB A36 WEB
ROLLED LIGHT MAJOR 2 I ( I ) (I ) ( J ) I -- -- --MINOR 2 2 ( 2) ( I ) (2) I -- -- --WIDE-
--,.. - MAJOR 3 ( 2) (2) (I ) (2) I - -- -FLANGE HEAVY MINOR 3 (2) (2) (2) (2) I --- --
FLAME.. MAJOR 2 ( 2) 2 ( I ) (2) I I I 2
LIGHT CUT MINOR 2 ( 2) 2 (2) (2) 2 I I 2WELDED UNIVERSAL MAJOR 3 ( 2) (2) (2) (2) I (I ) (I ) 2
BUILT- MILL MINOR 3 (3) (3) ( 2) (3) 2 (2) (2) 2
UP FLAME- MAJOR 2 ( 2) 2 (2) 2 ( J ) (J ) (I ) (2)
H HEAVY CUT MINOR 2 ( 2) 2 (2) 2 (2) (2 ) (2) (2)
UNIVERSAL MAJ-OR 3 ( 2) (2) (2) 2 ( I ) (2) (2) (2)
MILL MINOR 3 (2) (2) ( 2) 2 (2) (2) (2) (3)
MASSIVE -- ( 2) (I ) (I ) (I ) (I ) ( I ) - - --
CIRCULAR TUBES EXTRUDED -- ( I ) (I ) ( I ) o (I) ( I ) ( I ) -- - --
WELDED -- (2) (I ) ( I ) ( I ) ( I ) ( I ) -- - --
EXTRUDED MAJOR ( I ) (I ) ( I ) ( I ) (I ) ( I ) - - -MINOR ( J ) (I ) ( I ) (I ) (I )- (I ) -- - --
FLAME- MAJOR 2 (2) (2) (I ) (2) I -- -- --BOX CUT MINOR 2 (2 ) (2) ( I ) (2) I - - --
WELDED
.UNIVERSAL MAJOR 2 (2 ) (2) ( I ) (2) ( I ) - - --
MILL MINOR 2 (2 ) ( 2) ( I ) (2) ( I ) - -- --
STRESS- RELIEVED SHAPES MAJOR I I I I I I I I I
(ALL TYPES) MINOR I I I I I I I I I
Cold - straightened s~apes (gagged or roller - straightened) are designed according °to the column curve immediately above the curve
for the corresponding unstroightened shape. This is not valid for shapes already assigned to curve I. 1
-.....J
1...0
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Upper _Bound for Column Strength
(Reduced Modulus Load)
-------
pt
max
---------~-------- P
max
p -6. - Curve for Initially Perfectly
Straight Columns (Tangent Modulus Theory)
p- 6. - Curve for Initially Crooked Columns
(Maximum Strength Theory)
. MIDHEfGHT DEFLECTION 1 ~
Fig. 1 Schematic. Illustration of the Various
Inelastic Column. Strength Concepts
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Fig. 2 The Assembly of 69 Tangent Modulus Column Curves
(Various Types of Shape, Steel Grade, and So On)
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Column Types in
Group I
Riveted and-Bol~ed) A7/ A36
Heavy Welded H') A36 (Annealed)
/
Light Rolled ,W, A514
/
Heavy Rolletl W, .A514
Light Welded H; Hybrid 1 Flame - Cut
( A514 Flanges ~ A441 Web)
( A5J4 Flanges ¢ A36 Web)
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~'ig. 3 The Tangent Modulus Column C'urves' for the Co1 urn11
Types Belonging to Group 1 (Tangent Modulus study)
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Column Types in
Group 2 ~
Light Rolled W;)7, A36, A242
Heavy RoIJe-a--W; A7, A36, (Strong Axis)
Light Welded H; A7, A36, A572(50)1 A514; Flame-Cut
Heavy Welded H; A7 .. A36, A572 (50) ~ Flame - Cut
Heavy Welded H; A441 (Weak Axis); Flame - Cut
Light Welded H; Hybrid 1 Flame - Cut
(A441 Flanges ¢ A36 Web)
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Fig. 4 The Tangent Modulus Column Curves for the Column
Types Belonging to Group 2 (Tangent Modulus Study) Jco
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Column Types In
Group 3
Heavy Rolled W; A7, A36 (Weak Axis)
Light Welded H·; A7, A36~ Universal Mill
Heavy Welded H; A7, A36; Universal Mill
Heavy Welded H; A441 (Weak Axis); Universal Mill
Light Welded H; Hybrid; Universal Mill
(A441 Flanges ¢ A36 Web)
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Fige 5 The Tangent Modulus Column Curves for the Column
Types Belonging to Group 3 (Tangent Modulus study)
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Fig e 6 'tpossible Multiple Column Strength Curves I
Based on the Tangent Modulus Load Concept
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CT-E- Curve
Assumed (y- E - Curve
Est
(0) Mild Structural Steel
Real 0-- € - Curve
~~
- "'"'"'-""\~ ;:sumed (J- €- Curve
~.
(b) High Strength Steel
Fig. 7 Real and Assumed Stress.-Strain Curves
for Mild and High strength Structural Steels
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